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Helping Banks Run Better
Looking Ahead
For More Information

Cutting Cost, Complexity, and Risk While Improving Efficiency and the Customer Experience

Today’s Drivers of Banking Innovation
Leading banks are driving technology innovations that will change their industry for
years to come. Tighter regulation, increased consolidation, better-educated customers,
competition from nontraditional providers, and a tough economic environment require
systems that are more flexible and better integrated.
Recent innovations in the SAP for Banking portfolio of solutions – including new
mobile-banking features – will help banks boost efficiency, bring products to market
more quickly, and minimize risk. There are also analytics to satisfy the latest regulations
and transactional banking functionality to accommodate mergers and acquisitions.

The best-run banks today use unified technology platforms to
streamline core processes across their major lines of business
and reduce complexity and cost. They use analytical tools that
provide real-time insight to manage all types of risk proactively
throughout their businesses.
These market leaders also have tools that help them offer
superior service and real-time, contact-sensitive product
bundles at each point of customer interaction. By simplifying,
integrating, and automating their operations, they increase
productivity, decrease total cost of ownership, and create a
workforce that is efficient and highly motivated.
Build a Unified, Well-Integrated Platform
Legacy back-office systems can make it hard for banks to
achieve the flexibility and integration they need for today’s
market realities. Typically siloed and highly complex, these
systems make it more difficult to understand and meet an
ever-expanding list of customer demands, turn service
interactions into sales opportunities, or handle increased
transaction volumes.

The outdated systems also stymie process efficiency and
increase the time to market for new products and services.
They are expensive to maintain and make it more challenging
for banks to reconcile their accounts and close their books.
They can also prevent banks from accurately judging and
minimizing risk or fully complying with the latest regulatory
reporting requirements.
As banks update their outdated systems, many are moving
away from point solutions and monolithic IT investments to
solutions that are both modular and fully integrated. They
are also working to align IT and business needs in support
of enterprise transformation.
Improve Operational Processes, Risk Management,
and Service
Today, you need solutions with functionality that is modular,
reusable, and scalable. SAP offers a comprehensive portfolio
of modular banking solutions on a single business process
platform. This platform, built on service-oriented architecture
(SOA), can facilitate adaptability and interoperability throughout your institution by encouraging the consistent adoption of
applications that offer stable, ready-to-run enterprise services.

The SAP for Banking portfolio of solutions, together with our
leading software for business support and analytics, help
you optimize a broad array of processes. From transactional
banking and finance and risk management to sales and service,
you get the help you need to deliver superior service to
customers and products that are tailored to their specific
wants and needs. You can use our solutions to support all
your core operations or leverage individual components to
power individual parts of your business.
Recent innovations in our solutions, technology, and delivery
further enable timely development and distribution of profitable, customer-centric products and services for multiple
channels and support the industry’s transformational journey
in a difficult market climate.
Functions for in-memory computing – provided by the SAP
HANA™ platform – let you leverage the power of real-time
analytics for improved customer insight, rapid business

 ecisions, and compliance with the latest regulations. New
d
mobility features help you access new markets and connect
you with customers anywhere, at any time.
Tools supporting new, highly flexible and standardized processes
for transactional banking help to accommodate mergers and
acquisitions by integrating the operational and account systems
of subsidiaries onto a main IT platform. The banking innovations
from SAP also help to shelter business operations from any
interruptions during a migration, and costs become significantly
lower by running on a unified platform. Tighter account inte
gration improves efficiency and speeds the rollout of new
product offerings.
Other innovations enable the trusted, real-time operational
insight you need to minimize complexity and cost, enhance
performance, and proactively manage risk and compliance
across your institution.

Today, you need solutions with functionality that
is modular, reusable, and scalable. SAP offers a
comprehensive portfolio of modular banking solutions
on a single business process platform.
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Deliver Innovative Products More Quickly, Centralize Payments, and Reduce Costs

Streamline Your Transactional Banking Processes
Transactional banking solutions from SAP provide fully
automated, comprehensive support for your core transactional
processes. A central customer file is available for all deposit
and loan accounts. Flexible product configuration tools let
you develop, test, and deploy complex products and product
bundles without extra programming or development costs.
Together, these solutions help you reduce the time to market
for new products from months to weeks and shorten loan
quotation processing from days to minutes.
We have enhanced our transactional banking solutions
with simplified business content. Updates in our product
configurator and relationship pricing let you quickly create
customized product bundles. By decoupling your accounting
and valuation services from the core banking platform, you
can increase flexibility in service selection and integrate what
you need from your existing IT landscape – without replacing
surrounding functionalities or creating redundant processes.
Greater standardization in processes for deposit and loan
management makes it easier to integrate with your operational
and accounting systems and shelter your business operations
from interruption during data migration.
Deposits Management
For deposits management – where banks need greater
readiness for mergers and acquisitions, increased adaptability
for changes in organizational structure and business processes,
and shorter time to market for new products and services –
we have:
•• Extended the enterprise service repository to enhance
adaptability in areas such as deposit account contracts,
current account contracts, bank account payment entry,
bank account prenote entry, and standing payment
instruction as well as account holder change requests,
cancellation requests, and other orders

•• Incorporated relationship-based pricing to define customercentric pricing schemes
•• Increased access to business-partner data in another
banking service
•• Added business-partner cleansing functionality for accounts,
cards, and master contracts
•• Provided prebuilt features for meeting new business
requirements (such as early-withdrawal functionality on
time deposits, new archiving objects, and encryption of
credit card numbers according to Payment Card Industry
(PCI) data security standards)
Loans Management
In loans management, we are helping banks meet new regulatory
requirements and improve performance with early repayment
extensions, condition-fixing enhancements, and additional
content for integration with accounting functionality. Enhanced
data migration support helps to reduce total cost of ownership
and provide greater flexibility in integrating with existing solution
landscapes.
Functionality in the SAP® Rapid Deployment solutions for
managing consumer loans (see page 12) provides preconfigured
templates to speed implementation, reduce complexity, make
costs more predictable, and process consumer loans in three
to four weeks. New features for the rescission of loan contracts
help you comply with the latest European regulations.
Recently enhanced functionality for loans management in SAP
Business Suite applications provide support for additional loan
transactions involving credit line facilities, payment deferral,
capitalization, interest on arrears, enhanced incoming payment
hierarchies, and negative postings. The enhancements provide
options for payment restructuring and addressing loans that are in
arrears. They also provide an option for managing an overall credit
limit for one or several customers on several hierarchical levels.

Payments
The SAP Payment Engine application provides high-performance
mass processing for all kinds of retail and wholesale payments.
It streamlines all payment processes and standardizes the
interfaces with surrounding applications. It serves as a central
hub for flexible payment models, allows for full integration into
existing IT systems, can power white-label service offerings to
other banks, and supports in-sourcing and shared service
centers.
The application offers a multichannel architecture for online
and batch payments and is fully compliant with Single Euro
Payment Area (SEPA) schemes based on the International
Organization for Standardization’s ISO 20022 standards. It
also provides support for handling domestic credit transfers
and direct debits – including SEPA schemes.

New centralized payment management functions help to
streamline payment processes as an integrated part of deposits
management. There are also recent enhancements to help
you comply with the latest SEPA payment regulations, a framework for fast implementation of a new XML converter, and the
processing of third-party transactions. These enhancements
include:
•• Prebuilt integration with the SAP Deposits Management
application
•• Integration with the latest version of SAP for Banking
•• Support for compliance with SEPA schemes like the
SEPA business-to-business direct-debit scheme
•• Comprehensive process support for intermediary bank
scenarios
•• Pricing framework for payment transaction charges

SAP for Banking solutions, together with our leading
software for business support and analytics, help you
optimize a broad array of processes.
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Make Stress Testing Faster, Simpler, and More Flexible While Increasing Information Quality

Proactively Manage Finance and Risk
with Real-Time Insight
Our solutions for financial and risk management provide
accounting and profit information for various financial instruments. The solutions can help you monitor and manage credit
risk for individual business units and monitor and control
operational risk in line with regulatory reporting requirements.
You can tailor dashboards and templates for scorecards to individual roles using a comprehensive library of key performance
indicators (KPIs). You can create a single view of data for analysis from multiple operational systems. Integrating your financial
and management-accounting processes can improve data
quality, enhance support for compliance and reporting, and
help you close your books more quickly. Improved risk-based
pricing can provide a distinct competitive advantage.
Innovations for finance and risk management help you handle
large data volumes while reducing system complexity, accelerating reporting cycles, improving information quality, accelerating
business decisions, and reducing costs. They comply fully with
new Basel II regulations, including updated credit risk requirements of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (Pillar 1).
Stress testing is significantly faster, and stress-test reporting is
more flexible and easier to use.
With the SAP Interactive Credit Risk Analysis application, for
example, you can test your financial books to uncover potential
sources of risk before they have an impact on your business.
The application includes a simple interface that is suitable
for both business and IT users, reduces testing time, and can
evaluate large volumes of credit scenarios.
Other enhancements include simplified business content,
multicurrency accounting, a back-dated transactions concept,
ad hoc stress tests for credit risk, and support for multiple
approaches to operational risk management.

Finance
In the area of finance – where banks need to reduce reconciliation
costs, increase information quality, and retrofit their enhancements to general ledger software – accounting and valuation
functions are more flexible and auditable. There is also further
integration and harmonization between contract management
systems and the general ledger. Key innovations include:
•• Streamlined handling of foreign currencies
•• Realization of changes in holding categories related to the
latest International Financial Reporting Standards
•• Simplification in posting logic
•• Inclusion of a changed-date logic concept
•• Improved support for delivered cash flows
•• Improvements for posting and value date logic
•• Average daily balances
Risk Management
With respect to risk management – where requirements for
financial reporting have been tightened and recent economic
crises have made stress tests an important complementary
tool – we now offer the SAP Interactive Credit Risk Analysis
application. This application provides:
•• A comprehensive stress-testing environment involving new
scenario concepts with flexible scenario definition
•• A new intuitive business user interface for defining credit
risk stress scenarios and executing stress runs, including
ad hoc runs
•• High-performance stress testing based on the results of
a previous calculation run
A new solution for operational risk management adds bankingspecific functionality – as well as enhanced support for losses,
self-assessments, and other banking business needs.

Greater standardization in processes for deposit and
loan management makes it easier to integrate with your
operational and accounting systems and shelter your
business operations from interruption during data migration.

Improve Product Penetration, Increase Loyalty, and Control Costs

Meet Customer Needs Across
All Distribution Channels
SAP tools for sales, service, and marketing give banks realtime, context-sensitive support for cross-sell and up-sell offers
and profitable bundling of products and services. There are
flexible product-definition features for tailoring products to
specific customer needs.
Our solutions help you reduce cost to serve through better
data availability, transparency, and collaboration. They can
help you strengthen customer relationships with every inter
action by facilitating relevant follow-ups. And they can increase
customer conversion rates by providing the right information
through the right channels at the right times. Real-time offer
management helps generate context-sensitive offers through
any channel and transforms routine touch points into sales
opportunities.
New features in this area help you better understand your
customers and leverage that insight for immediate and longterm benefits. They help improve product penetration by
making cross-sell and up-sell offers more effective at the point
of contact, encouraging loyalty, and making the customer
experience more consistent across your distribution channels.
They reduce dependency on high-cost branch operations in
favor of self-service distribution through mobile devices and
the Internet.
Other enhancements provide support for interacting with
customers through social media. There is also increased ease
in data handling via native access, an improved user interface,
and access to leads and sales data at any time from anywhere
using any mobile device. The new functionality also encourages
greater collaboration in planning marketing campaigns and
improves alignment and visibility into all marketing activities.
Sales
In sales – where banks seek interfaces that will be more
appealing and accessible to their customers, provide a more
personalized customer experience, increase service levels,
and enhance productivity – key innovations include:
•• Streamlined task flows
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•• Account and contact management with a complete view of
customer sales, marketing, service, planning, logistics, and
financial information as well as functions for lead, opportunity,
and activity management
•• Predefined templates to generate quotes and proposals as
compelling documents
•• Sales force automation on smartphones (such as BlackBerry,
iPhone, and Windows Mobile)
•• Search-centric mobile access to sales data, customers,
contacts, and product data
•• Smart search over multiple fields
•• Interactive reports for customer relationship management
•• Pre-packaged best-practice sales dashboards
•• Enhanced marketing and personalization capabilities
Service
In service – where banks want a 360-degree view of customer
interactions, improved resource management, streamlined
connections with customers, reduced costs, enhanced loyalty,
and a consistent customer experience – key innovations include:
•• Preintegrated best practices for online service
•• State-of-the-art knowledge management functions for
e-service and interaction centers
•• A next-generation e-service platform
•• The ability to calculate the next best offer in real time, taking
into consideration the context of the current interaction
Marketing
In marketing – where banks need high-volume customer
segmentation, easier handling of marketing permissions,
more flexibility in managing loyalty programs, and enhanced
distribution channels – key innovations include:
•• Simplified data handling to facilitate high-volume
segmentation
•• Consideration of marketing permission information in
marketing processes such as segmentation, campaign
execution, and external list management
•• Support for marketing campaigns by e-mail
•• Greater personalization for real-time offers
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Serve Your Employees with Maximum Effectiveness at Minimum Cost

Improve and Simplify Universal Corporate Processes
SAP for Banking solutions help you optimize your human
resources processes with complete, integrated, and global
functionalities for human capital management. Next-generation
self-service tools let your employees readily access the critical
data, applications, and analytical tools they need. Integrated
dashboards and structured reports assist with management
and regulatory reporting.
Such support can help you retain top-performing employees
and align your business and operational strategies. It provides
the increased flexibility and immediate access to enterprise
information you need to reduce cost and risk. It can help you
increase the efficiency and service quality of your HR staff,
ensure compliance with procurement policies, and improve
the global governance of all your corporate services.
Innovations in human resources include operational reporting
for the SAP E-Recruiting application, renovation of employee and
manager portals, and support for human capital management
on mobile devices.
Shared Services
SAP Shared Service Framework software can centralize delivery
of corporate services to reduce their costs, increase efficiency,
and release resources to focus on more strategic activities. It
enables a strategic focus on human resources and financial
processes while standardizing and harmonizing many back-end
processes.

The software also supports global governance and helps ensure
compliance with a consolidated system landscape. Recent
innovations in this area include support for communication
and collaboration with vendors, suppliers, and employees using
a contact-center infrastructure as well as data extraction tools
for KPI analysis and control.
Procurement
SAP solutions can help your organization identify opportunities
for managing and reducing procurement costs, optimizing
contract terms, and enforcing compliance. Key innovations
include expanded support for supplier lifecycle management,
centralization of supplier information, and support for payment
optimization to help you enforce compliance, optimize contract
terms, and encourage collaboration.
New self-service procedures and digital documents – along
with mobile and on-demand capabilities – help to standardized
processes, cut costs, and increase employee efficiency. Your staff
can focus on complex issues and value-generating scenarios
rather than routine tasks, turning your human resources department into a strategic adviser. Simple automated procedures
make it easier to enforce internal policies, as well as document
exceptions to those policies, and achieve the higher level of
control that is key to reliable global governance.
Web 2.0 technology helps you increase win rates and profit
margins through collaborative selling. A pay-as-you go approach
involves minimum up-front investment and risk and allows for
a quick implementation.

New centralized payment management
functions help to streamline payment
processes as an integrated part of
deposits management.

Driving Business and Operational Transformation

Recent Innovations in Technology and Delivery
In addition to the many innovations in SAP for Banking solutions,
there have been significant improvements in the technology
and delivery that support those solutions.
Technology Innovations
Technological advances such as in-memory computing, mobile
banking, and analytics help to drive innovation throughout your
institutions.
In-Memory Computing
Advances in in-memory computing using SAP HANA let you
create new products and launch them in days rather than
months, prevent loss due to fraudulent transactions, and improve customer service through all your distribution channels.
You can analyze large volumes of customer data more quickly,
gain deeper insight into customer behavior to drive targeted
opportunities with the highest projected ROI, and create a
consistent 360-degree view of your customers at any time.
You can also now handle finance and risk management processes in real time; instantly create detailed transparency
into massive amounts of data; and manage liquidity risk, compliance requirements, and risk exposure in real time. Queries
that took an hour in the past are now available in seconds –
without disrupting the existing productive system landscape.
Internet Banking
The e-banking solution from Sybase provides a common
platform for online retail banking. Additional packages address
the online banking needs of small businesses and corporations.
The solution is database agnostic and can support various user
interfaces to provide the look and feel of your specific brand.
The solution can be integrated with SAP or third-party software. It simultaneously supports multiple protocols. In addition
to broad support for retail payments, the solution helps you
meet the needs of commercial customers in areas such as
employee payments, Fedwire, or tax payments. There are tools
for operational reports, auditing reports, and approval workflows. Integration with mobile banking functionality lets you
send alerts about logons or failed logons. A modular approach
lets you decide which features you want to use.
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Mobile Banking
By leveraging an open, service-oriented architecture, banks
can now more easily add mobile access as another entry point
for customers using a handful of specialized mobile platform
developers. Innovations from Sybase, an SAP company, free
customers and employees from location and time constraints.
It can help you build customer loyalty and capture new revenue
streams from untapped markets. A task-based user interface
for account origination helps to accelerate the origination
process, suggest opportunities for cross-selling, and enforce
credit policy.
Innovations in this area let customers manage their bank
accounts whenever they want from wherever they are, deposit
checks remotely, and more easily find the nearest ATM or
branch. Tools for mobile payments give customers access to
multiple sources of funds, enable money transfer to known
or unknown consumers, and let customers make mobile bill
payments and loan repayments.
Mobile account management tools let customers increase the
credit available on any prepaid phone or mobile service directly
or via vouchers, using funds from their accounts, and provide
prepaid microcredit services in both emerging and established
mobile markets. Tools for mobile remittance help your customers
transfer money across borders from an agent, mobile wallet,
or bank account. Customers can make ATM cash-outs without
a bank card, buy a remittance voucher, and manage a list of
beneficiaries.
Business Analytics for Banking
SAP BusinessObjects™ analytic applications tackle a diverse set
of industry-specific issues confronted today by professionals in
finance, sales, risk management, and operations. They can be
deployed in as little as six weeks. The applications work with
both SAP and heterogeneous enterprise applications and data
sources and are created in collaboration with our customers
and partners to leverage proven industry best practices.
The innovations we have made in business analytics facilitate a
comprehensive view of your risk exposure (including operational,
credit, and liquidity risks) and support risk-adjusted planning with
best practices and templates that are specific to your institution.
The SAP BusinessObjects analytic applications are also a perfect
fit for running real-time analyses based on SAP HANA.
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Delivery Innovations
Banks will also benefit from several innovations in the delivery
of our solutions and services. These innovations include SAP
Rapid Deployment solutions, customer co-innovation, and
ecosystem co-innovation capabilities.
SAP Rapid Deployment Solutions
To help you transform your business more quickly, SAP offers
a new delivery model – providing predictable costs, scope,
and delivery dates. SAP Rapid Deployment solutions combine
preconfigured software, best practices, and fixed-scope
implementation services at a predictable price. Installed
quickly, crucial software functionality can provide significant
benefits within a matter of weeks.
SAP Rapid Deployment solutions help you:
•• Enjoy a faster time to value
•• Benefit from a predictable, lower-cost implementation
•• Simplify the process of purchasing and implementing
solutions and services
•• Address specific business needs
•• Increase functional flexibility to accommodate future growth
Specifically for banks, the SAP Loans Management for Banking
rapid deployment solution supports an end-to-end process for
processing installment loans. Banking is the first industry to have
industry-specific rapid deployment solutions based on SAP HANA.
Customer Co-Innovation
A proven method for developing and delivering new tools and
services is co-innovation with key customers. Co-innovation
leverages ideas and input from leading customers, academics,
and industry experts.
Launched by leading banks and SAP in 2006, the Banking
Industry Architecture Network (BIAN) is a perfect example of
co-innovation in which banks, software, and services partners
collaborate in building next-generation banking platforms.

As an independent community, not-for-profit organization,
BIAN seeks to accelerate the adoption of service-oriented
architecture in the banking industry. This involves establishing
a common architectural framework for banking interoperability
issues that provides semantic definitions for banking IT services
that will help banks reduce integration costs.
Other examples of co-innovation opportunities for our customers
include:
•• SAP advisory council for banking – A group of C-level executives
from selected banks around the world who meet to discuss
social, economic, regulatory, and technology issues
•• SAP forum for banking chief architects – Ongoing discussions
with the goal of creating the road map for an agile architecture
that facilitates strategic flexibility
•• SAP Community Network – An online hub that encourages
discussion among customers, partners, consultants, industry
experts, and SAP employees about the development of new
products
•• SAP BusinessObjects innovation center – An interactive
online forum that lets customers sample SAP technology
that is in development
Ecosystem Co-Innovation Capabilities
SAP believes in bringing the best partners together to create
value for our banking customers. We give financial institutions
the benefit of a standard package with SOA-enabled interfaces
that facilitate integration with homegrown, industry-specific,
and best-in-class solutions.
We then encourage industry collaboration through various ecosystem communities – including the SAP Developer Network
(SDN) community, the Business Process Expert (BPX) community, the SAP EcoHub solution marketplace, and the SAP
University Alliances community. You can access all of these
from our Web site: www.sap.com/communities/index.epx.
Another way to foster innovation is to take advantage of our
integration partners’ skills, reach, and capabilities as experts
in industry subject matter and local requirements. SAP works
with both global integration partners and local partners to
meet banking industry needs.

Efficiently Create Differentiating Products and Services for Profitable Growth

Helping Banks Run Better
Innovations in SAP for Banking and related solutions can
differentiate your institution by enabling the timely delivery
of products, product bundles, and services for all customer
interactions. Our solutions include flexible product-definition
features to help you tailor your products and services to
specific customer needs. They support real-time cross-sell
and up-sell offers that are both consistent and context sensitive.
They can make the bundling of products and services more
profitable and help ensure compliance with industry regulations
across all interaction channels.
Our technology helps you run and extend best-practice
processes and analyze, explore, and predict new business
trends using robust tools for information management –
including support for data integration and quality. Our software
supports active lifecycle management and is designed for
change.
Key business and operational benefits from recent innovations
in our solutions, technology, and delivery include:
•• Greater standardization
•• Increased flexibility, speed, and quality of process
implementation
•• Reduced costs for reconciliation and compliance
•• Lower error rates
•• Enhanced responsiveness to changing business imperatives

•• Higher profitability per customer and a better net-interest
margin
•• Greater customer satisfaction and loyalty
•• Higher cross-sell ratios, rate of offer acceptance per customer,
and channel profitability
By streamlining all transactional banking processes and simplifying the configuration of products and services, our solutions
can also help you reduce operational cost and complexity. You
can deploy centralized customer files for all deposit and loan
accounts that help ensure optimal and consistent decision
making across your institution. Flexible product configuration
tools enable development, testing, and deployment of complex
products and product bundles without additional programming
and development.
The result is a better cost-to-income ratio for developing new
products and services. Channel profitability is higher due to
fully integrated processing of deposits and loans.
Our solutions optimize your business decisions, while reducing
your loan-loss ratio, by providing trusted real-time insight into
bank operations and proactive management of enterprise-wide
risk and compliance. Your financial accounting architecture
provides a single source of truth. Summary ledger features
enable faster closings of your books, with fewer efforts needed
to resolve errors and reconcile accounts.

SAP Rapid Deployment solutions combine pre
configured software, best practices, and fixed-scope
implementation services at a predictable price.
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Looking Ahead
To thrive in a market that is constantly changing, banks must
constantly identify innovations that will separate them from
their peers and transform their business processes and IT
environments to support these changes. By leveraging trusted
relationships with more than 3,700 banks worldwide, we have
consistently enhanced our offerings with banking-specific
features and supported new business models that maximize
the value of our customers’ software investments.
We drive innovation without disruption, reducing upgrade
barriers and enabling mobile support, and we will provide inmemory computing for older releases, too. We minimize total
cost of investment and total cost of innovation by offering and
supporting solution packages. We deliver new applications
as side-by-side deployments or as add-ons to an on-premise
stable core, by solution packaging and automation, to help
ensure low implementation costs and easier integration.
Going forward, we see forces driving innovation in the following
areas:
•• 	Increased customer orientation – Banks will look for ways
to address increased front-office demand across the Web
and other major distribution channels, particularly with
respect to sales and service. This will require extended
customer analytics, including predictive analytics, as well
as tools for personalizing bank offerings and optimizing
those offerings and their pricing.

•• Transparency and insight – Banks will need help addressing
new regulations and reacting appropriately to changing
financial needs. They will also need help improving risk
management through the use of reliable information about
their processes and exposures.
•• Platform evolution – Banks will need help incorporating new
technologies, such as in-memory computing, multichannel
technology, and cloud computing.
We will continue to offer innovation in solutions, technology,
and delivery that help banks run, grow, and transform their
businesses when new market and regulatory conditions arise.
With further increases in front-end demand, we will expand
sales and service support across distribution channels
with additional customer analytics and new functions for
personalizing bank offerings and optimizing their prices.
For More Information
To learn how SAP solutions for banking can help your
institution run better, contact your SAP representative or
visit us online at www.sap.com/banking. Please also join
our online discussions via:
•• SAP for Banking blog (http://blogs.sap.com/banking/)
•• SAP for Banking on Twitter (@sapforbanking)
•• SAP for Banking on Facebook
(www.facebook.com/SAPforBanking)
•• SAP for Banking on YouTube
(www.youtube.com/sapforbanking)

SAP believes in bringing the best partners
together to create value for our banking
customers.
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